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This article installment discusses final engine assembly. Although 
I had planned to include the dyno session in this article, last-
minute scheduling conflicts at the dyno shop prevented this. 
We’ll provide the engine dyno results in the next issue. 

HEAD GASKETS
Our MLS head gaskets are Fel-Pro 1162R041 and 1162L041 
(right and left respectively) with a compressed thickness of 
0.041” and bore diameters of 4.175”. Due to variations in 
the LS OE platform, some Gen III and Gen IV blocks feature 
slightly different locations for the small steam holes in the block 
deck. Head gaskets need to be carefully checked for steam hole 
alignment. If holes don’t align, check fit of different year blocks 
to find a match. Otherwise you may need to carefully drill the 
steam holes in the MLS gaskets slightly larger. 

The only glitch I faced was a slight screw hole alignment 
issue at the right side of the aluminum valley cover base. The 
row of 5/16”x18 screw holes were located a tad too high 
to allow head gasket and head  bolt hole alignment at these 
inboard “pinch bolt” locations. This required slightly enlarging 
the pinch bolt holes in both the RH head gasket and in the RH 
cylinder head.

On the right side head only, I had to open up the pinch bolt 
holes in the head gasket to over 0.400”

I also oversize-drilled the pinch bolt holes in the head larger, 
to a final diameter of  7/16”. 

Because the pinch bolt stud locations on the right-side head 
are further inboard now, pinch bolt washers don’t sit flat on 
the head screw hole bosses, requiring slightly  grinding the boss 
shoulders inboard of the washer counter bores to allow the 
washers to fully seat.

CYLINDER HEADS
For this build, I opted for a pair of Trick Flow “GenX” TFS-
3061T001-C03 heads, which feature cathedral intake ports 
with 235cc volume and 80cc exhaust runner volume. The 
heart-style combustion chamber volume is 70cc. These heads 
are fully CNC-finished at the combustion chambers, intake and 
exhaust ports, with a premium high-resolution finish to enhance 
maximum flow. I checked combustion chamber volume using my 
Goodson burette and they all measured exactly as published. 

The stainless steel valves feature 2.080” intake diameter 
and 1.600” exhaust valve diameter. Both intake and exhaust 
valve angle was changed from the OE angle of 15 degrees to 
13.50 degrees, in order to decrease valve shrouding. Springs are 
duals, with 1.300” outer spring diameter, 7-degree locks secure 
Titanium retainers and guides are precision-fit bronze. 

The spark plug locations were relocated in the combustion 
chambers to enhance mid-lift airflow and to increase casting 
rigidity for extreme horsepower applications.

Material was also added in the design at the rocker arm 
mounting bases in order to increase high-rpm valvetrain 
stability.
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The heads were installed using a set of ARP 7/16” studs, 
with top threads coated with ARP Ultra lube and torqued to 75 
ft-lb. 

ROCKERS
Our rockers are Comps’s Ultra-Gold ARC Series full rollers, P/N 
19024-16. 

These rockers are non-adjustable, installed with the socket 
head cap screws torqued to 22 ft-lbs. The bodies are CNC-
extruded aluminum for added strength for high spring loads. A 
larger-than-stock billet steel trunion features securely captured 
needle bearings. The rocker arm kit includes mounting pedestals 
that mate to the flat surface on the heads and provide radius 
pockets for the trunions. While these rockers feature a very 
beefy construction, the profile is surprisingly clearance-friendly 
for aftermarket valve covers. If OE LS valve covers are used, 
clearance may be an issue, which would easily be addressed with 

LS valve cover spacers. In this case, I chose Comp’s Inglese-made 
billet adapters and tall SBC valve covers, so the rockers clear by 
a mile. I only used this combination due to the visual aspect (to 
allow me to use SBC covers).

LIFTERS
This build features hydraulic rollers from Morel, P/N 5472. 
Diameter is 0.903”, with a larger 0.810” diameter wheel (as 
opposed to the 0.700” wheel on OE LS lifters), which provides a 
wider load dispersion at the lobe and slightly increases duration, 
opening slightly faster up the ramp. Our lifters are the Morel 
“Hi-RPM” style, with billet bodies, 0.120” plunger travel and 
boast a capacity of over 7000 RPM.

Note: Due to the tight tolerance in these hydraulic lifters, 
John Callies recommends 0W-40 or 5W-40 oil for proper 
lubrication. John recommends lifter clearance at 0.0015 – 
0.0017”.

(continued)

Final assembly of our 
unique small-block 
SBC/LS Hybrid.
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PUSHROD LENGTH
After careful measuring, our build required a pushrod length 
of 7.500”. This is in combination with our Trick Flow heads, 
custom Erson cam, Morel hydraulic lifters and non-adjustable 
Comp roller rockers. I measured for pushrod length by placing 
lobes on their base circles and using an adjustable Comp Cams 
checking pushrod, setting pushrod length at a precise zero 
lash onto the hydraulic lifters, then adding an additional lifter 
preload of 0.030-0.035”, recommended by Morel. The check 
was performed a number of times for repeatability verification. 
The check was also performed using a temporary solid lifter for 
zero lash measurement. I then ordered a set of 5/16” chromoly 
pushrods from Trend, with wall thickness of 0.080”.

DISTRIBUTOR
Our MSD Pro Billet 85561 distributor was equipped with an 
iron gear. Because we’re running a steel roller cam, I swapped 
out the distributor gear with an MSD bronze gear for gear-to-
gear compatibility. 

In order to provide installed height adjustability, our MSD 
unit features an adjustable slip collar. During test fitting (with 
gasket in place), I verified that the overlap engagement of the 
distributor’s driven tang to the Melling oil pump’s drive shaft 
was approximately ¼”, and that the distributor housing’s oil 
groove aligned with the oil passage at the upper right of the 
block rear. This basically involved installing the distributor until 
it bottomed out, and then raising the distributor about 0.025”.

I then cleaned the bronze gear and applied machinist blue 
to the gear teeth, installed the distributor and rotated the crank 
and cam several times in order to obtain witness marks on 
the gear teeth. Upon inspection, the gear teeth mesh witness 
marks verified a fairly centered contact area. The slip collar was 
tightened to the shaft housing to lock-in the height setting.

After again cleaning the bronze gear, MSD gear lube was 
applied to the gear and the distributor was final-installed (with 
gasket). A CSR aluminum hold-down clamp was installed, 
secured with a 3/8” ARP stainless steel bullnosed stud, washer 
and 12-point nut.

Our spark plugs of choice (recommended by Trick Flow for 
our heads) are NGK 4177, gapped at 0.050”. Installed torque is 
10 ft-lb (w/copper anti-seize).

VALLEY COVER ASSEMBLY
The World Products aluminum valley cover consists of two 
parts: the base which secures to the block, and the cover plate. 

NOTE: Because the valley plate base was installed to the 
block during block deck milling, be sure to verify that the ten 
5/16-18 threaded holes on the angled sides (to accommodate 
the inboard pinch head fasteners) are chamfered and clean. 
The milling cut leaves sharp edges at the holes that will likely 
prevent bolt or stud installation. Make sure that you dress these 
holes prior to installing the valley base onto the block. Chamfer 
the hole edges and run a chaser tap through to verify clean 
threads. You don’t want to be caught doing this after the base is 
installed, to avoid aluminum chips falling into the lifter valley.

Be aware that all lifters must be installed prior to installing 
the valley plate base, since the installed base does not allow 
enough access for lifter installation or removal.

I secured the base with four stainless ¼-20 x 7/8” socket 
head cap screws (two at the front rail and two at the rear rail). 
Both the block’s manifold rails and the underside of the valley 

Double check head gasket steam hole alignment, as Gen III and Gen IV LS 
applications can differ with regard to the small steam holes. Note that the steam 
holes are open in this photo. Make sure that the gasket you use does not block 
these holes.

Here a gasket is test fitted onto ARP head studs. Again, do not forget to install 
the valley cover base prior to final gasket and head installation.

The valley cover plate secures to the aluminum base with seventeen  ¼-20 x 
7/8” screws and is sealed with a thin film of RTV.
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cover base are smooth, with no grooves. Sealing the base to the 
block requires a thin film of RTV. 

After installing the lifters, I applied a thin bead of Permatex 
Ultra Blue RTV to the block rails and placed the base in 
position, loosely locating with four ¼-20 socket-head cap screws 
(with screw threads coated with medium strength thread locking 
compound). 

I then temporarily installed both cylinder heads without 
gaskets. This allows the angled sides of the valley base to align 
with the heads (remember that the valley plate base features 
angled sides that serve to complete the deck footprint for the 
LS heads). With both heads snugged tight, the valley base is 
properly located to provide a flush continuation of the decks. 
At this point, the valley cover base screws were torqued to 80 
in-lb, and the heads were then removed. Any excess RTV that 
squeezed out between the base and the block was wiped off with 
a damp towel.

Once lifters, pushrods, heads and rockers were installed, 
the valley cover plate was then secured to the valley cover base 
using seventeen stainless ¼-20 x ½” socket head cap screws 
and 0.468” OD flat washers. A thin bead of RTV was applied 
to the mating surfaces prior to installation. All ¼-20 screws 
were snugged to 80 in-lb, with medium-strength Loctite applied 
to the screw threads. The mating of the cover plate to the base 
is flat-to-flat, so only a thin film of RTV is needed. Note: the 
distributor should not be installed at this point, since the center 
rear screw is not torque-wrench-accessible with the distributor 
in place.

INTAKE MANIFOLD
Our intake manifold is Holley’s 300-132, a single plane 4-barrel 
intake with cathedral ports that align and match the cylinder 
head ports.

The hardware kit includes six 6mm x 1.0 x 50mm screws, 
used at all six short-boss locations, four 6mm x 1.0 x 80mm and 
four 6mm x 1.0 x 90mm screws for the tall-boss locations. The 
hardware kit accommodates both LS1 and LS3 applications. The 
80mm screws are for 300-312 and 300-137 LS1 type manifolds, 
while the 90mm screws are LS3 application manifolds. Our 
application called for the 80mm screw length. Rather than using 
the screws provided, I opted for ARP polished stainless screws.

Once the Holley-supplied O-rings are installed to the grooves 
around each manifold intake port (coated with Vaseline to aid 
holding the O-rings in place), the manifold was installed. The 
Holley instructions recommend applying engine oil to all threads 
and torquing all 6mm screws initially at 50 in-lb, then to a final 
106 in-lbs. However, since I chose to coat threads with ARP 
Ultra lube, I decided to torque initially hand-snug all fasteners in 
order to seat all of the O-rings. Following the correct sequence, 
I then torqued to 45 in-lb during the first step, and to 93 in-lb 
final, considering the reduced friction provided by the ARP lube. 
Admittedly, that was an educated guess, but I wanted to avoid 
over-stretching the 6mm screws. 

VALVE COVERS
In order to compliment the “small block Chevy” basis of the 
theme, instead of installing LS valve covers to our Trick Flow 
LS heads, I opted for Comp/Inglese aluminum valve cover 
adapters in combination with small block Chevy style tall, flat-
top aluminum valve covers from Summit Racing. The adapters 
bolt to the heads with supplied 0.484” OD x 0.750” length 
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The intake manifold seals to the heads with supplied O-rings, eliminating the 
need for gaskets. Apply a smear of Vaseline to the O-rings to help insure that 
they don’t move out of location during installation.

Always apply thread sealer to all intake rocker screw threads, as the threaded 
holes are open to intake vacuum.

The Ingelese valve cover adapters from Comp Cams allow mounting SBC valve 
covers to LS heads. Unlike other adapters I’ve tried in the past, these adapters 
fit perfectly and required no modification for rocker arm clearancing. The 
adapters seal to the heads with LS valve covers seals. Valve covers seal to the 
adapters with conventional 4-bolt perimeter gaskets. 
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stand-off aluminum spacers and 6mm x 1.0 x 50mm 
hex-head screws (four per adapter), taking advantage 
of the existing threaded holes in the head that would 
normally accept LS valve covers. Each 6mm bolt’s 
threads were treated to a dot of medium threadlocker, 
torquing to 94 in-lb. 

MAHLE LS valve cover formed gasket seals provide 
sealing between the heads and the adapters.

I’ve tried other SBC-to-LS valve cover adapters 
in the past, usually requiring time-consuming 
modification in order to clear beefy aluminum rocker 
arms. The Comp adapters were a refreshing change, 
requiring no clearance-grinding at all. Granted, 
clearance between the fat Comp roller rockers and the 
adapters is tight, but presented no contact issues. They 
were direct bolt-ons. Inglese did a nice job with these 
adapters. These adapters are not cheap castings like 
adapters I’ve tried in the past. They’re CNC machined 
from billet stock and appear to have excellent rigidity. 
My guess is that the material is 6061 aluminum.

Installation tip: The stand-off spacers for the 
adapters are separate pieces, and it’s difficult to place 
four spacers and adapter into position all at once. In 
order to ease installation, I lightly glued the standoff 
spacers to the underside of each adapter. This allowed 
installing the adapters without the hassle of trying to 
keep the spacers in place, since access is at a premium 
with the rockers installed.

In addition, the mating surface to the adapters 
to the heads feature a machined groove, designed to 
accept a standard LS valve cover gasket seal. However, 
the grooves were machined a bit on the wide side, not 
providing enough clinch to hold the seal in place when 
handling the adapters toward their installed position. 
I simply added a series of very small dabs of RTV into 
the grooves before installing the seals, which prevented 
the seals from dropping out of their grooves while 
approaching the installed position.

Appearance-wise, I had the initially polished 
aluminum Summit valve covers powdercoated in a 
wrinkle-black finish, followed by CNC engraving at 
Plate Engraving, Medina, OH, choosing “427 LS/
SB” to denote the build’s combination elements of  
427 cubic inches, the LS breathing system and the 
small block Chevy block platform. Sealing was easily 
handled by using LS valve cover gaskets between the 
adapters and heads, and small block Chevy perimeter 
4-bolt gaskets between the adapters and valve covers. 

Quality Controlled 
Expansion Plugs
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Our valve covers are cast aluminum flat-tops that were 
powdercoated in wrinkle black and CNC engraved.
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The small block Chevy design valve covers installed to 
the adapters with four stainless ¼-20 x 1.25” stainless 
steel studs and ARP 12-point stainless ¼-20 nuts at 
an initial 35 in-lb, tightened slowly and evenly in 
increments.

Note: The breather holes in our valve covers 
measured 1.210” in diameter. In order to obtain a 
proper fit I used the plain grommets that came with the 
Edelbrock breathers, and installed the tin baffles that 
came with the valve covers.

TIMING COVER
The Comp 3-piece aluminum timing cover assembly 
was installed, starting with the oval billet base attached 
to the block with two ¼-20 x 5/8” socket head cap 
screws (the gasket was lightly coated with RTV and I 
applied medium-strength thread locker to all timing 
cover screws).

The lower cover plate was installed next with four 
flat-top ¼-20 x 1.5” screws and two ¼-20 x 5/8” flat-
tops, after applying a thin coat of RTV to the cover 
plate mating faces, followed by the upper cover plate, 
with mating faces also coated with a thin layer of RTV 
and secured with four ¼-20 x 1.250” flat top screws. 
RTV must be used to seal the lower and upper cover 
plates, since no provision for cut gaskets or O-rings is 
featured. The 1/8” NPT inspection plug was installed 
to the lower cover with an application of thread 
sealant. All timing cover screws were torqued to 80 
in-lb.

OIL PAN
Our pan is Moroso’s P/N 20196 stamped steel unit 
with built-in baffle and windage tray. This is a rear-
sump 7 qt. capacity pan with a depth of 8.250”. The 
street-strip pan is designed to clear a maximum stroke 
of 4.250”. While I considered leaving it in its as-
shipped zinc plating, I decided to have it powdercoated 
in wrinkle black in order to match the valve covers. 

Using a selection of ARP stainless oil pan studs 
screwed into the block rails, I placed the MAHLE one-

The Comp 3-piece timing cover features a base, top half and lower 
half. An inspection hole in the lower half allows easy cam gear 
thrust checking.
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piece pan gasket into position and added a small dab of RTV 
to all four corners where the pan meets the gasket (regardless 
of the gasket brand, due to the dimensions of the pan, this 
style of gasket is rather thick and it takes a while to tighten 
and compress the gasket until the four corners seal). Due to the 
design of the pan itself, an old-school 4-piece oil pan gasket set 
would allow much easier pan installation, wit RTV applied to 
both sides of the gaskets. 

The pan’s rail sides are secured with ¼-20/28 ARP stainless 
studs and 12-point nuts, while 5/16-18/24 studs and nuts are 
installed at the four corners. Due to tight clearance between 
the nuts and the pan walls, I was forced to use regular 5/16-24 
stainless hex nuts and washers at the corners because the outer 
diameter of the serrated ARP nuts would not clear. The only 
other modification was at the left-side rear ¼” stud location. 
The sump wall is so close to the hole that I had to modify a 
¼-28 hex nut on a lathe, knocking down the nut corners to gain 
enough installation clearance. 

A driver-side threaded bung is featured on the left side of 
the pan sump wall, which accepts a Moroso universal 25973 
dipstick tube. A brass NPT fitting threads into the pan, that 
accepts a brass compression fitting. Once the tube is adjusted 
for the 7-quart sump depth, the fitting is tightened to secure 
the tube. The straight tube is then bent towards the head and 
secured with a supplied bracket.

WATER PUMP
The 12-volt Meziere electric water pump WP301 mounts with 
two gaskets and four stainless steel 3/8-16 x 1.125”  SHCS 
(socket head cap screws) and stainless flat washers. Note that 
the pump was supplied with 1.250” length screws but proved 
to be too long for the tapped holes in this particular block, so I 
went with 1.125” length. Both sides of the gaskets were lightly 
coated with Permatex Ultra Blue RTV.

All screws were initially snugged hand tight, followed by 
torque at 10 ft-lb, with a final torque at 25 ft-lb, tightened in a 
criss-cross pattern.

Note that the upper left-side (driver side) pump bolt hole in 
the block is open to water, so this 3/8” bolt must be sealed with 
thread sealer. The remaining three screws’ threads were lightly 
coated with assembly lube. As usual, the Meziere pump fit 
perfectly. This pump offers a free-flow rating of 55 GPM, which 
is more than adequate for this puppy. The aluminum bodied 
pump weighs a mere 7 lbs, and features include a stainless steel 
main shaft and ceramic seal. Clearance between the pump and 
the Comp timing cover is spacious, with no need to modify 
anything for clearance. Amperage draw is 11-12 amps.

As far as color is concerned, I initially thought of going with 
black, but decided on blue just to spice things up a bit.

WATER TEMP SENSOR
Since we’re not running an engine controller, I installed an 
adapter to the left cylinder head’s temperature sensor hole to 
allow the use of a conventional small block Chevy temp sender. 
The adapter features a male thread of 12mm x 1.5 that fits the 
existing threaded hole in the head (with sealing washer), and a 
female 3/8” NPT hole to accept a SBC sender. I used an adapter 
from ICT Billet, P/N 551179. This accepts a SBC sender that 
has a 0.850”-length probe. The right-side head’s water port was 
simply sealed with a 12mm x 1.5 x 20mm bolt along with a 
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The Fluidampr 
balancer features 
a 7.250” diameter 
and laser-etched 
timing marks. 

The Moroso 7-qt oil pan features a built-in windage tray. I opted to have the 
pan powdercoated in wrinkle black to match the valve covers.

The Meziere electric water pump provided plenty of clearance at the timing 
cover. The pump is secured with four 3/8-16 screws. The upper left (driver 
side) bolt is open to water, so thread sealant is required.
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sealing crush washer. The temp sender is a Stewart-Warner, P/N 
334P-D. 

Note: If you plan to use the aluminum ICT adapter, be sure 
to apply a bit of lube to the adapter’s male threads. Installing the 
adapter dry into the aluminum head can easily result in thread 
galling. 

CRANK BALANCER
Our Fluidampr 720101 balancer features a 7.250” diameter, 
overall depth of 2.335”,  and a bore diameter of 1.2460”. On 
our crank snout diameter of 1.2475”, this provided 0.0015” 
press fit to the crank snout. The damper was first heated in a 
convection oven to 220 degrees F. A coating of high-temp anti-
seize was then applied to the bore and exposed crank snout. 
Using a bearing-assisted threaded-mandrel installation tool, the 
damper was smoothly drawn fully into place to seat against the 
crank gear. The 7/16-20 ARP crank bolt was treated to ARP 
Ultra lube and torqued to ARP’s spec of 80 ft-lb. The Fluidampr 
was already conveniently laser-etched with degree marks. With 
no. 1 piston at TDC on compression stroke, a timing pointer 
supplied with the Comp timing cover kit was adjusted to 
indicate zero on the damper.

Note: I always take the time to verify crank bolt fit prior to 
final bolt installation, to make sure the bolt does not bottom-
out inside the crank snout female threads. Once the damper 
has been drawn fully into place, mated against the crank gear, I 
hand-install the bolt without its washer. If the underside of the 

bolt head meets the face of the damper, I know that it won’t 
bottom out when installed with the thick washer. 

COOLANT PLUMBING
The World Products Motown II LS block came in two versions: 
the early-release version that allows external coolant plumbing 
directly at the front of both heads (where World Products heads 
are utilized along with adapter plates) and the latest version 
that features 1-1/4” NPT female threaded ports on each side of 
the block, allowing –12 plumbing to a thermostat housing and 
water neck that mounts to the front of either head via a Moroso 
adapter bracket. Our version is the latter. This is the block 
design currently offered.

I mounted the Moroso aluminum bracket to the front of the 
right hand head using three 10mm x 1.0 x 35mm bolts (with 
0.600”-long aluminum spacers between the bracket and head). 
The Moroso black anodized thermostat housing mounts to the 
bracket with three 5/16-18 x ¾” bolts. The Moroso water neck 
secures to the thermostat housing with two 3/8-16 x 3.250” 
bolts. A 14-16 lb  radiator cap seals the top of the water neck. 
The rear of the water neck casting features three ports (1/2” 
NPT and two ¼” NPT) that can be sealed with threaded plugs 
or used for temp sender or other feeds.

At the base of the thermostat housing are two female –12 
straight thread ports. Using Fragola Pro-Flow –12 straight-
to—12 male fittings (sealed with O-rings), I plumbed these ports 
to the block sides, using a –12 straight Fragola hose end on 
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the right side port and a 90-degree –12  
Fragola hose end at the left port. Using 
Fragola –12 black braided hose, these 
two connections are routed to both sides 
of the block via Aeroquip 1-1/4” to –12 
male fittings and Fragola –12 90-degree 
Pro-Flow hose ends. Prior to installing 
the hose dns to the hoses, hose length 
was cut at 21” for the right side and 23” 
for the left side.

Note that the block-side 90-degree 
hose ends must be angled slightly inboard 
toward the oil pan, routing the hoses to 
clear the block’s motor mount locations.

Prior to the dyno session, we’ll 
add coolant transfer plumbing to the 
cylinder heads, tying the front and rear 
steam holes together, to avoid potential 
overheating at the rear cylinders. We’ll 
discuss this in the next article.

SPARK PLUG WIRES
I opted for a universal set of MSD 8.5mm 
plug wires that feature 90-degree spark 
plug boots, since I decided to route the 
wires along the bottom of the heads, 
climbing up behind the block to the 
distributor. The 90-degree plug ends tuck 
the wires inboard closer, as opposed to 
using longer multi-angle boots. The wires 
were arranged and separated using MSD 
wire dividers.

FIRING ORDER
It’s important to note that since we’re 
using an LS-format camshaft, this build 
also features the LS firing order of 1-8-
7-2-6-5-4-3, not the SBC firing order of 
1-8-4-3-6-5-7-2. The distributor rotates 
in a clockwise direction. Route the spark 
plug wires accordingly.

BELLHOUSING DOWELS
A pair of Moroso 0.620” diameter steel 
dowel pins that featured a chamfer at 
both ends were installed and fully seated 
in the rear of the block at a press fit of 
about 0.0018”.

MOTOR MOUNT HOLES
The World products Motown II LS block 
features both SBC and LS motor mount 
threaded holes, making it convenient 
to install the block to either a vehicle 
that originally had a Gen I small block 
or to a vehicle that originally had an LS 
engine. Note that all of the block’s motor 
mount holes are threaded for 3/8-16 
bolts (for both SBC and LS motor mount 
attachment). Whether securing the block 
to motor mounts, to a cradle or dolly, or 
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assures uncompromising support 
and defined crush capability.

RACE Series engine bearings provide 
unquestionable support of cranks that 
rotate at 10,000 and more RPM. They 
are engineered and constructed on a 
proprietary blend of lead-tin-copper nickel 

(trimetal) and backed by heat-treated 
steel alloy. The result: Exceptional 

performance and endurance.  RACE 
Series bearings have demonstrated 

their winning ways 
around the world and at 
numerous race venues 
including NASCAR, 
IHRA, ARCA, Formula 
Drift, Bonneville, La 
Carrera Panamericana 
and others. Learn more 
about RACE Series 
performance bearings at 
aclraceseries.com.

We support revolutions.

aclraceseries.com800-847-5521

High Strength
Steel Backing
Higher tensile strength of steel alloy improves rod bearing strength and 
retention. Increased crush improves bearing retention from higher radial 
contact pressures, and also improves heat dissapation.

to a dyno stand, all motor mount holes 
require 3/8-16 bolts.

PRE-OILING
Prior to the dyno trip, I pre-oiled the 
engine with the engine still mounted 
to our Goodson engine cart. I first 
removed all spark plugs to ease crank 
rotation. I filled my Goodson EPL-120 
aluminum oil pressurizing tank with 
oil, then pressurized the tank with 80 
psi of compressed air. The tank hose 
was connected to the block’s ¼-NPT 
sender port and opened the pressure 
tank’s valve. This forced oil throughout 
the oil passages, while I slowly rotated 
the crankshaft twice (360 degrees) to 
insure oil delivery to all bearing hole feed 
locations. 

After pre-oiling, I drained the oil pan 
sump, then added 7 quarts of oil in order 
to mark the appropriate oil level mark on 
the dipstick.n

Mike Mavrigian has written thousands of technical 
articles for a variety of automotive publications and 
many books for CarTech and HP Books. Contact him at 
Birchwood Automotive Group, Creston, OH. Call (330) 
435-6347, email: birchwdag@frontier.com or go to 
birchwoodautomotive.com.

Prior to the dyno trip, we pre-oiled 
the engine with our Goodson EPL-120 
oil pressure tank, and verified oil 
flow to all rockers.

Jones Racing aluminum exhaust blockoff plates provide a tidy and effective 
protection of the exhaust ports during storage or transport.
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TORQUE VALUES
Main cap fasteners (all) ............................................... 70 ft-lb (w/ARP lube)
Rod bolts ...................................................................  64 ft-lb (w/ARP lube)
 Note: rod bolt stretch must not exceed 0.0046”
Cam gear bolts ...............................................................25 ft-lb (w/Loctite)
Cam gear bolts ................................................................................22 ft-lb
Oil pump cover plate bolts ............................................................ 106 in-lb
Oil pump to rear main cap (stud nut) ..................... 55 ft-lb w/ARP Ultra lube
Cylinder head 7/16” .............................................. 75 ft-lb w/ARP Ultra lube
Cylinder head 5/16” .............................................. 22 ft-lb w/ARP Ultra lube
Rocker arm bolts .............................................................................22 ft-lb
Valley cover base to block ............................................................... 80 in-lb
Valley cover plate ............................................................................ 80 in-lb
Timing cover screws ....................................................................... 80 in-lb
Carb stud nuts ................................................................................ 70 in-lb
Water pump to block ................................ 25 ft-lb (upper LH bolt w/sealant)
Thermostat housing bracket to head ................................................30 ft-lb
Thermostat housing to bracket .......................................20 ft-lb (w/Loctite)
Water neck to thermostat housing ................................................. 20 ft-lbs
Crank snout bolt ................................................... 80 ft-lb w/ARP Ultra lube
Intake manifold .................................................... 90 in-lb w/ARP Ultra lube
Oil pan ¼-20 ................................................................................ 106 in-lb
Oil pan 5/16-18 ...............................................................................22 ft-lb
Steam hole plug screws .................................................................. 60 in-lb
Valve cover adapters to heads ........................................................ 94 in-lb
Valve cover nuts ............................................................................. 35 in-lb
Spark plugs .....................................................................................10 ft-lb

LS HYBRID PARTS LIST
Engine block (Motown II LS) ......................World Products WP1084181-904
Custom valley plate kit ..................................... World Products WP1703844
Pistons ............................................................... JE #311985 w/ .927: pins
Crankshaft ............................................................ Scat #4-350-4000-6000
Connecting rods ............................................ Scat #2-350-6125-2100-QLS
Crankshaft balancer ......................................................Fluidampr #720101
Main bearings .........................................................MAHLE Clevite MS909H
Rod bearings ......................................MAHLE Clevite CB663HN/CB663HXN
MLS head gaskets MAHLE Victor 54446; or Fel-Pro 1162R041 & 1162L041
Gasket set .............................................................MAHLE Victor FS1178VL
Rear main seal (2 pc) .................................................MAHLE Victor JV1627
Cam bearings .................................................................. Durabond GMP55
Cylinder heads .............................................Trick Flow TFS-3061T001-C03
Rockers ..........................................Comp Cams Ultra Gold ARC #19024-16
Camshaft ........................... Erson roller P/N 54-462-11 (grind 293LR HR14)
Lifters ................................................Morel 5472, tie-bar hydraulic, 0.903”
Pushrods ...... Trend  TXXX805 (5/16”, 0.080” wall, 7.500” length, chromoly)
Timing set (for 0.134” raised cam) ............................... Cloyes special order
Front cover kit......................................................... Comp Cams #310 3-pc
Oil pump ......................................................................... Melling #10553ST
Oil pump dowel pins at rear main cap .................................. 0.248 x 0.625”
Oil pickup ...........................................................................Moroso #24170
Oil pan ................................................................................Moroso #20196
Oil dipstick kit ....................................................................Moroso # 25973
Oil pan gasket .......................................Moroso #93150 (included with pan)
Water pump ...................................................................... Meziere #WP301
Remote thermostat housing ................................................Moroso #63425
Coolant filler neck kit ..........................................................Moroso #63420
Thermostat housing mounting bracket ................................Moroso #63427
Radiator cap for water neck ................................................Moroso #63313
Coolant hose ............................................................. Fragola –12, #840012
 90-deg –12 hose ends (3) .................................. Fragola #229012-BL
 Straight –12 hose ends (1) ................................. Fragola #220112-BL
 -12 straight/-12 37-deg fittings (2) ..................... Fragola #495109-BL
Block coolant fittings (2) ............................................ Aeroquip #FBM-2539

Cylinder head steam hole plugs .......................... Trick Flow TFS-30600612
Intake manifold ................................................................... Holley 300-132
Carburetor ........................................................ Holley 850 cfm 0-76850RD
Crankshaft bolt ...................................................................ARP #234-2501
Cyl head stud kit ............................................................ ARP 7/16” & 5/16”
Valley cover to block bolts ................... 1/4-20 x 7/8” stainless SHCS (Qty 4)
Valley cover flat plate bolts ..................................................ARP #611-0515

(4 packs of 5; 17 bolts needed)
Oil pump stud kit ................................................................ARP #230-7004
Intake manifold bolts ..............ARP 760-1007 (2 packs); 760-1014 (1 pack)
Carburetor studs ...................................................................ARP 400-2402
Oil pan stud kit .....................................................................ARP 434-1901
Fuel pump block-off plate bolts....... ARP 611-0750 (1/4”); 613-0750 (3/8”)
Fuel pump block-off plate ............................................. Summit SUM-G242
Valve cover LS-to-SBC adapters ................................. Comp cams NG4011
Valve covers (SBC Gen 1) ............................................ Summit SUM-G3302
Valve cover breathers ....................................................... Edelbrock 42133
Valve cover nuts (1/4-20) ......................................................ARP 401-8340
Block front and side expansion plugs ................................................ 1-5/8”
Rear cam tunnel expansion plug ................................................... 2-11/32”
Crankshaft keys ..................................................................Pioneer 839009
NPT ¼” plugs  .................Qty 16 (front, rear, sides of block and lifter valley)
NPT ½” plug .............................................Qty 1 (for front right upper block)
Bellhousing dowels .............................................................Moroso #37932
Block deck dowel sleeves ...............................................Durabond #AD326
Oil filter base ................................................... Summit #SES-3-60-08-900
Oil filter ..............................................................................ACDelco PF1218
Distributor...............................................................................MSD #85561
Spark plug wires .....................................................................MSD #31229
Ignition control ...................................................................MSD 6AL #6425
Bronze distributor gear .........MSD #8471 (compatible with billet steel cam)
Distributor hold-down clamp ........................................................CSR 670C
Distributor stud ...................................................................ARP #430-1701
Spark plugs ...................................................... NGK 4177 (gapped 0.050”)
Water temp sender ................................................ Stewart-Warner 334P-D
Water temp sender adapter LH head .................................ICT Billet 551179
Water plug for RH head .............. 12mm x 1.5 x 20mm bolt w/crush washer
Exhaust port block off plates ................ Jones Racing Products EX-9101-LS

SOURCE LIST
ARP, INC .................................................................................arp-bolts.com
BIRCHWOOD AUTOMOTIVE GROUP ......................birchwoodautomotive.com
COMP CAMS .......................................................................compcams.com
FEL-PRO/FEDERAL-MOGUL ............................................ federal-mogul.com
FLUIDAMPR/VIBRATECH ....................................................vibratechtvd.com
FRAGOLA PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS .........fragolaperformancesystems.com
GOODSON TOOLS & SUPPLIES ................................................goodson.com
GRESSMAN POWERSPORTS .............................. gressmanpowersports.com
HOLLEY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS ...........................................holley.com
JE PISTONS ........................................................................... jepistons.com
JONES RACING PRODUCTS .................................. jonesracingproducts.com
LISTA INTERNATIONAL CORP. ....................................................listaintl.com
MAC TOOLS (wrenches) .........................................................mactools.com
MAHLE CLEVITE INC. ........................................................ mahleclevite.com
MELLING SELECT PERFORMANCE ............................................ melling.com
MEZIERE ENTERPRISES........................................................... meziere.com
MOREL LIFTERS/John Callies ..........................................johncalliesinc.com
MOROSO PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS ...................................... moroso.com
MSD IGNITION....................................................................msdignition.com
SCAT ENTERPRISES .................................................... scatcrankshafts.com
SUMMIT RACING .............................................................summitracing.com
TRICK FLOW SPECIALTIES .......................................................trickflow.com
WORLD PRODUCTS ........................................................ worldcastings.com


